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CONSTRUCTION SURVEY
Construction Survey Executive Summary
Much like the 2013 edition of our survey of the Northeast
Ohio construction industry, many of the highlights of
this year’s survey center around the lasting effects of
both Ohio Construction Reform and Cuyahoga County
Construction Reform. It is clear that these reform
initiatives have meaningfully changed the way our
respondents bid and participate in public projects.
Overall, 2013 was a positive year for many of our
respondents, and the vast majority are optimistic that
the Northeast Ohio market will either grow or at least
stay steady in the coming year.
As always, we look forward to your thoughts and
feedback on this year’s survey results.

Ohio and Cuyahoga County Construction Reform
Two years into Construction Reform, and we are
starting to see the impact on our survey respondents.
This year, 34% of respondents said that Reform is
having a negative impact on their business, compared
to only 22% last year. Conversely, last year, 25% felt
Reform was having a positive impact on their business,
while that number fell to 19% this year. Slightly less
than half of respondents indicated “no impact” on their
business due to Reform, but overall, the trend seems to
be moving in the negative direction for our respondents.
What types of impact are respondents seeing from
Reform? Primarily, competition from regional/national
firms coming into Ohio to bid on public projects.
The survey shows a drastic increase in this type of
competition. In 2013, 48% of respondents saw either
a “slight” or “material” increase in competition — that
number jumped to 72% this year.

By Roger T. Gingerich,
CPA/ABV, CVA, CCA

One respondent explained this
exact issue in his comments:
“Ohio Construction Reform has
brought increased competition
from large national construction
management firms. It has been
difficult for historically small- to medium-sized local
GCs to acquire public work.”
As expected, the average project size appears to
be increasing due to Reform. Fifty-seven percent of
respondents have seen an increase in the scope, size
and nature of projects and only 4% saw a decrease.
This continues a trend from last year, when 56% of
respondents saw increases and 12% saw a decrease.
With these larger projects bundled together, one
respondent noted, “The rich are getting richer, and
these are primarily firms that are headquartered out
of state.”
As the responses indicate, Reform has pushed work
toward the larger construction firms. In general, it
also seems to indicate more opportunities for general
contractors and less opportunities for subcontractors.
According to our survey, 47% of subcontractors
are seeing less opportunities on public projects,
compared to 26% seeing more opportunities. General
contractors show the opposite trend: 42% are seeing
more opportunities, and 34% are seeing less. For
general contractors, this was a change from the 2013
results in which 47% of respondents had a negative
outlook (less opportunities).
From a bidding perspective, more of this year’s
respondents seemed to think the overall bidding
process has become less transparent. Last year, more
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respondents (31%) believed the bidding process had
become more fair and transparent, while a slightly
lesser percentage (29%) felt it had become less fair
due to Reform. Those numbers flipped in the 2014
survey, with 40% believing it had become less fair and
transparent and only 14% feeling it had become more
fair and transparent.
One respondent described the process as follows:
“Many public entities place too great an emphasis
on the fee portion during the RFP process to the
detriment of qualifications, which was supposed to be
the main reason for Ohio Construction Reform. As a
consequence, pricing is unrealistically low and will not
be sustainable over the long-term.”
There was one final interesting note on Reform as it
relates to the most common contract delivery methods.
We asked respondents to rank the frequency in which
they saw design/build proposals, single prime bidding
and construction manager at-risk proposals. While
respondents saw design/build proposals most frequently
last year, this year, it was the third most common contract
delivery method. This year, construction manager atrisk proposals were the most common.

Competition for Work… and Workers
Our survey respondents indicated Reform has led to
more (and larger) out-of-state competitors on public
projects. However, overall, the number of total bidders
that respondents are seeing on all types of projects
has dropped slightly from last year. In 2013, 16% of
respondents were seeing 10 or more bidders on their
projects, while that number dropped to 9% this year —
the lowest in our survey’s history.
While there has been a slight drop in competition for
work, there seems to be an increase in competition for
the hiring of skilled laborers. Each year, we ask, “What
do you see as the biggest threat to your business over
4

What is the average amount of bidders that
you are competing against?
100%
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9%
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10 or more bidders

the next 12 months?” This year, for the first time, the top
response was not “lack of work” (29%), but “securing
skilled labor” with 34% of the response.
Several respondents pointed this out in the comments
section, as well. “Qualified management and craft
labor is becoming and will be a significant issue going
forward,” said one respondent.
Another offered a possible solution. “There is still a
shortage of skilled labor that needs to be rectified by
encouraging young people to enter the trades rather
than get a four-year degree.”
This suggestion has become a much discussed topic
recently. See page 11 for a sidebar on current attempts
to encourage more high school students to enter the
construction trades.

Healthcare
For the second year in a row, and the third time out of
the last four years, healthcare insurance rates ranked
as the number one political issue that will have an
impact on our respondents’ businesses in 2014.
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In last year’s survey, we covered Healthcare Reform
in great detail, and this year, we tried to gather
additional insight on its impact thus far. One thing that
has remained consistent from last year is the general
uncertainty surrounding Healthcare Reform. Last year,
35% of respondents were “unsure” how Reform would
impact their business, and that number only dropped
to 28% this year.
One thing that is certain, of the respondents who were
able to determine Reform’s impact on their business,
nearly half (47%) felt it would be a negative impact,
while only 3% foresaw a positive impact.

of credit has continued to be less of a concern. While
availability of credit consistently ranked as one of the
three most impactful political issues from 2010-2012,
it ranked 6th in 2013 and 5th this year. In addition,
only 6% of respondents ranked credit as the “biggest
threat” to their business this year.
When asked about their ability to obtain financing over
the past year, 63% felt it had “stayed the same,” while
18% saw an increase, and 19% saw a decrease. The
percent that saw a decrease was the lowest in our
survey’s history dating back to 2009.
Over the past year, your ability to obtain
financing has:

Material Prices and Environmental Regulations
80%

Material prices are once again a hot topic amongst our
respondents in terms of political issues that will impact
their business this year. Material price volatility ranked
as the second most impactful issue behind healthcare
in this year’s survey, up from fifth last year. Ten percent
of respondents ranked material costs as the “biggest
threat” to their business this year.
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65%
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Conversely, a couple of issues that do not seem to be
a top concern among our Northeast Ohio respondents
are “environmental regulations” and “sustainable/
energy efficient initiatives.” These two issues have
finished 10th and 11th in terms of importance in each of
the last two years.
One environmental area that we have seen some
growth is with LEED certified jobs. This year, we saw
the most amount of respondents who have performed
at least one LEED certified job in the past year (87%).
Additionally, 44% of respondents have performed at
least six LEED jobs in the past year.
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Financial Issues

From a bonding perspective, 75% of our respondents
saw no change in their ability to obtain bonding. Only
15% found it more difficult to obtain bonding in 2014
compared to 30% who found it more difficult in 2013.
Overall, 50% of our respondents have less than 20%
of their projects requiring bonding, while only 15% of
respondents have more than 80% of their projects
requiring bonding.

Building on last year’s survey results, the availability

Finally, our survey indicates spending is on the rise,
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with 43% of respondents planned on increasing
their overhead spend in last year’s survey and 57%
planning an increase in overhead budget over the next
12 months.

80%

What is the biggest threat to your
business over the next 12 months
81%
69%

60%

Looking Toward the Future
This year’s survey painted a fairly positive picture from
a growth standpoint. We saw 46% of respondents say
they will have more opportunities for growth inside
Northeast Ohio over the next three years. We also saw
a decrease in the number of respondents saying they
will see less opportunities – this year’s 13% response
was the lowest since we started the survey.
This year, for the first time, we also took a look at
opportunities our respondents are having outside of
Northeast Ohio. Slightly more respondents (53%)
are seeing growth opportunities outside of the
state over the next three years, while only a small
number of respondents (4%) project their out-of-state
opportunities decreasing over that time period.
Where are the growth opportunities at in Northeast
Ohio? Once again, the institutional market remains the
6
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Lack of Work

top market for expected growth over the coming year.
In a change from last year’s results, the government
market fell to third in our rankings, while commercial/
retail jumped up to second. The residential market
stayed at the bottom of our rankings.
Continue reading for more detailed results on each
of the questions in this year’s survey. We hope that
you find these results insightful and helpful to your
business, and we look forward to bringing them to you
again next year.
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RESULTS
1. Please classify the type of construction work
that you perform. Check all that apply.
General contractor........................................................ 29%

5. What political issues will most impact your
business in 2014? Please rank 1-11, with 1 the
most impact and 11 being the least impact. 	

Sub contractor...............................................................43%

Healthcare Reform and Insurance rates (health, liability, etc.).1st

Construction management............................................ 11%

Material price volatility.................................................... 2nd

Design/build...................................................................21%

Ohio Construction Reform...............................................3rd

Federal government contractor.......................................5%

Worker’s compensation................................................... 4th

Service provider (banks, insurance, attorney, accountant, etc.)...... 17%

Availability of credit.......................................................... 5th

Other, please specify.....................................................23%

Change in tax rates/tax reform........................................ 6th
MBE/WBE contract requirements.................................... 7th

2. Please indicate your company’s annual
revenue.			

Union issues.................................................................... 9th

Under $1 million..............................................................9%

Environmental regulation............................................... 10th

$1 million to $4.9 million................................................28%

Sustainability/energy efficient initiatives........................ 11th

Project labor agreements................................................ 8th

$5 million to $9.9 million................................................15%
$10 million to $20 million...............................................23%
More than $20 million....................................................25%

6. What impact will Healthcare Reform
(“Obamacare”) have on your company’s future
growth and hiring plans in 2014 and beyond?

3. Please indicate the number of employees at
your company.			

Positive impact................................................................3%

Less than 10..................................................................16%

not subject to Healthcare Reform..................................22%

11 to 50..........................................................................47%

Negative impact, we are less than 50 employees and

51 to 100.......................................................................16%

we will remain below that threshold to avoid

More than 100...............................................................21%

Healthcare rules............................................................19%

			
4. Do you use Union or non-Union Labor?

Negative impact, we are greater than 50 employees.... 28%

No impact, we have less than 50 employees and are

Unsure...........................................................................28%

Union.............................................................................20%
Non-Union.....................................................................51%
Both...............................................................................29%
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The Affordable Care Act

Once the factors have been answered, the employer
can then decide whether to “play or pay”.

The “shared responsibility” provisions of the Affordable

“Pay” means the employer pays greater of the
following two separate annual excise taxes:

Care Act (ACA) will be effective for many employers
on January 1, 2015, and for additional employers on

$2,000 multiplied by the number of the employer’s

January 1, 2016. The shared responsibility provisions

full time employees (reduced by 80 employees) if

give an employer a choice—either provide affordable

the employer does not offer “minimum essential

minimum coverage to most (70% in 2015, 95% in

coverage” to 70% of its employees in 2015 and one

2016) of its full time employees or face potentially

employee purchases insurance from an exchange

significant excise taxes.

and receives a subsidy. The 70% coverage level
increases to 95% for the 2016 year, and the reduction

Which route should your company take? The four

drops to 30.

factors that need to be considered are:
$3,000 multiplied by the number of employees who
1. Is the employer subject to the ACA? In 2015, an

purchase insurance from an exchange and receive

employer will be subject to the ACA if it has at least

a subsidy if the employer does not offer “affordable”

100 full-time equivalent (FTE) employees; this number

“minimum essential coverage”.

drops to 50 FTEs in 2016. The determination of FTE
can be complicated, particularly if the employer has

“Play” means the employer’s additional after-tax

part-time or seasonal employees.

out-of-pocket cost for offering “affordable” “minimum
essential coverage” to the appropriate percentage of

2. To whom must the employer offer insurance? In

full time employees.

2015, 70% of its full time employees (often a smaller
group than the FTEs) reduced by 80; in 2016, 95% of

Regardless of the decision to “pay or play,” an

its full time employees reduced by 30.

employer needs to maintain proper records so that it
can evaluate whether the assessed excise tax, which

3. How much can the employer charge an employee

is assessed on a monthly basis, is computed properly.

for single coverage? The IRS allows an employer to

Issues such as when (or if) an employee was eligible

charge no more than 9.5% of an employee’s defined

and compensation during a particular period can

income for health coverage, which can be based on

impact the assessment.

W-2 earnings, monthly pay rate or the federal poverty
line. The selection of the definition of income can

Skoda Minotti helps employers deal with the impact of

greatly impact employer cost.

the ACA to ensure you choose the best option for your
business.

4. Does the offered coverage meet ACA standards?

8

The ACA is very specific about the types of coverage

For more information, please contact Ted Ginsburg at

and employee co-pays that must be offered.

tginsburg@skodaminotti.com, 440-449-6800.
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7. What impact will the higher tax rates for
high-income individuals (more than $400,000
filing single, $450,000 filing join) and the
Medicare surtax on earned and investment
income have on your plans for business growth
in 2014 and beyond. 		

11. In the next 3 years outside of Northeast Ohio,
do you see your business having:
More opportunities outside of Northeast Ohio............... 53%
Less opportunities outside of Northeast Ohio................. 4%
Same amount of opportunities outside of Northeast
Ohio...............................................................................43%

It will have no impact on my plans for business

growth..............................................................................0%

12. Where do you see potential for construction
growth opportunities in the Northeast Ohio
market over the next five years? Rank in order
from 1-7, with 1 being the most opportunity for
growth and 7 being the least.

I am unsure at this time.................................................26%

Institutional (healthcare, universities, etc.)...................... 1st

growth............................................................................50%
It will have a negative impact on my plans for business
growth............................................................................24%
It will have a positive impact on my plans for business

Commercial/Retail.......................................................... 2nd

8. What percent of your work requires bonding?

Governmental (including public schools)......................... 3rd

Less than 20%...............................................................50%

Industrial/Manufacturing.................................................. 4th

21 to 40%......................................................................21%

Office............................................................................... 5th

41 to 60%......................................................................10%

Residential/Multi-family................................................... 6th

61 to 80%........................................................................4%

Residential/Single-family................................................. 7th

Greater than 80%..........................................................15%

13. Over the past 12 months has the average size
job that you bid on:

9. What is the current outlook on your bonding
capacity?

Increased.......................................................................44%

It will be significantly more difficult to obtain bonding...... 0%

Decreased.....................................................................23%

It will be somewhat more difficult to obtain bonding...... 15%

Stayed the same...........................................................33%

It will be neither more nor less difficult to obtain
It will be somewhat less difficult to obtain bonding........ 10%

14. What is the average number of bidders that
you are competing against?

It will be significantly less difficult to obtain bonding........ 0%

1 to 4 bidders.................................................................39%

bonding..........................................................................75%

5 to 9 bidders.................................................................52%

10. In the next 3 years in Northeast Ohio, do you
see your business having:

10 to 15 bidders...............................................................9%
16 or more bidders..........................................................0%

More opportunities in Northeast Ohio............................ 46%
Less opportunities in Northeast Ohio............................ 13%
Same amount of opportunities in Northeast Ohio......... 41%
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15. What do you see as the biggest threat to your
business over the next 12 months?
Banking (tightened credit)...............................................6%

20. What impact has Reform had on competition
from national and regional construction firms
coming into Ohio?

Increase difficulty in securing bonding............................ 3%

There was a material increase in competition............... 26%

Labor costs......................................................................9%

There was a slight increase in competition................... 46%

Securing skilled labor....................................................34%

There was no impact on competition............................. 28%

Lack of work..................................................................29%

16. Over the past year, your company’s overhead
expenditures have:

21. Rank the most common contract delivery
methods that you have observed on public
projects in the last year. Rank in order from
1 to 4, with 1 being the most common and 4
being the least.

Decreased.....................................................................15%

Construction manager at risk proposals.......................... 1st

Increased.......................................................................53%

Single prime bidding....................................................... 2nd

Remained relatively flat.................................................32%

Design/build proposals....................................................3rd

Material costs................................................................10%
Other...............................................................................9%

Other methods................................................................. 4th

17. In the future (next 12 months), your company’s
budget for overhead expenditures will:
Increase.........................................................................57%
Decrease.......................................................................13%
Remain relatively flat.....................................................30%

22. Have you seen a change in the scope, size
and nature of public projects being bid (i.e. larger
projects packaged together) due to Reform?
Material increase in scope, size and nature.......... 22%
Slight increase...............................................................35%

18. Do you feel that over the past year the ability
to obtain financing has:

No change.....................................................................39%
Decrease.........................................................................4%

Increased.......................................................................18%
Decreased slightly.........................................................13%

23. On public projects in the last year,
subcontractors are seeing:

Decreased significantly...................................................6%

More opportunities.........................................................26%

Stayed about the same.................................................63%

Less opportunities.........................................................47%

19. What impact has Ohio and Cuyahoga County
Construction Reform had on your business?

No change.....................................................................27%

It had a material positive impact......................................7%
It had a slight positive impact........................................12%
It had no impact.............................................................49%
It had a slight negative impact.......................................23%
It had a material negative impact....................................9%

10
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Finding More Skilled Labor in Northeast Ohio
As our survey indicated, the lack of skilled labor
has become a major issue for the Northeast Ohio
construction industry. The question is, what is being
done to address this issue?
There is proposed legislation in place in the Ohio
House of Representatives. House Bill 168 proposes to
create a subprogram of the Post-Secondary Enrollment
Options Program that permits students to participate in
certified apprenticeship programs. The bill has yet to
pass, however.
There are also some programs in place throughout Northeast Ohio that are reaching out to get more young
people involved in the construction industry. Two examples are the Ohio Construction Academy (http://
ohioconstructionacademy.org/) and the Youth Build Grant program through the Northern Ohio ABC chapter which
has already resulted in a class of twenty 18-22 year olds graduating the program with many working in the
construction industry already.
These programs and legislation are showing some progress on this key issue and we’ll check in on their status in
next year’s survey.

24. On public projects in the last year, general
contractors are seeing:
More opportunities.........................................................42%

26. How many jobs did you review or perform
over the past year that had a significant green or
LEED certified component?

Less opportunities.........................................................34%

0....................................................................................13%

No change.....................................................................24%

1 to 2.............................................................................23%
3 to 5.............................................................................20%

25. Has Reform had an effect on the transparency
of the bidding process for public projects?

6 to 10...........................................................................23%
Greater than 10.............................................................21%

Increased fairness and transparency............................ 14%
Decreased fairness and transparency........................... 40%
No change.....................................................................46%

27. What impact do you foresee BIM software
having on your construction business in the
near future?
It will have a material impact.........................................33%
It will have a slight impact..............................................42%
It will have no impact.....................................................25%
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Real Estate Survey Executive Summary
Welcome to the eighth edition of our annual survey
of the Northeast Ohio real estate industry. As always,
this year’s survey is full of insight from your fellow
professionals in the region. Thank you for your continued
participation and interest in this publication.

Lending
This year, as in years past, one of the key takeaways
from the survey related to the lending environment in
Northeast Ohio. Overall, this year’s survey respondents
revealed both positive and negative trends.
Each year, we ask our respondents about the level of
equity demands that they are seeing in the market.
This year, only 11% of respondents selected “don’t
know, unable to secure credit.” This is down from
29% last year and is our lowest percentage in the
last four years. For those respondents that were able
to secure credit, the most common response was
equity demands from banks that fell into the 21%30% range. Forty-two percent of our respondents
selected this option.
12

By Roger T. Gingerich,
CPA/ABV, CVA, CCA

Where were projects financed this past year? Our
survey showed a jump in the use of national and
regional banks. This continues a three-year upward
trend for both institutions. National banks were used by
63% of our respondents this year, compared to 54% in
2013 and 47% in 2012. Regional banks were used by
47% of our respondents this year, compared to 39% in
2013 and 20% in 2012. Other financing methods such
as individual investment/private placement and private
equity showed a jump this year while seller financing
dipped slightly from last year’s levels.
For the refinancing of projects, our respondents are
more frequently turning back to their existing lender
than in the past. Sixty-three percent of respondents
took this approach in 2014 versus 44% last year and
47% in 2012.
The lending news wasn’t all positive, however. When
asked about the barriers to development in Northeast
Ohio, the two most common choices were “lending
environment” and “equity environment.” This was
consistent with last year’s results.
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Occupancy is a main driver for financing. One
respondent backed up this data when asked to describe
his thoughts on growth opportunities by saying, “Growth
is totally user (tenant) driven. Market conditions will not
permit speculative projects.”
Credit help may be on the horizon. When asked “When
do you believe the credit market will loosen up?” 74% of
respondents felt that would happen either later in 2014
or in 2015. This was a more optimistic response than
last year’s survey.

Other Barriers to Development
While the lending and equity environment were barriers
to development both last year and this year, a few
other issues moved around our rankings in 2014. Last
year, inventory ranked second in terms of barriers to
development while this year it dropped to sixth. While
the total amount of inventory on the market may have
increased over the past year, true “quality” inventory
may continue to be a problem for many in the industry.
Also this year, “lack of local economic incentives”
dropped to ninth on our list, down from fourth last
year. This may not necessarily indicate that survey
participants are actually seeing more incentives, but
rather that the lack of these incentives are no longer a
barrier to a project.
Finally, regulation became an increasingly more
significant barrier to development over the past year,
moving up from fifth in 2013 to third in 2014.

in fact sufficient. That number was 68% in 2012 and
39% in 2013.
Due to this, a large percentage of respondents
indicated that they are either attempting to sell assets
(53%) or accessing existing liquidity (21%) to address
the issue. The percent of respondents attempting to
sell was a higher mark over the last six years. It also
seems to coincide with inventory being less of a barrier
to development than it was a year ago.
While cash flow seems to be an issue for many
respondents, not as many are cutting back on overhead
expenses such as payroll, marketing, employee
benefits, professional services and discretionary
expenses. Overall, 41% of respondents indicated
they are not cutting any overhead expenses, the
highest percent since we started our survey. Of those
companies making cuts, discretionary expenses (53%)
were the most common area to reduce spending while
marketing (18%) was the least likely area to be cut.
Change in rents in the apartment/
residential market
80%
70%

67%

60%

55%

50%
40%

38%

38%

30%

Cash Flow

36%

27%

24%

20%

One issue that appeared heightened in this year’s
survey was cash flow. When asked, “If your current
cash flow is not sufficient to support existing properties
and projects, what actions are you taking?” Only 21%
of respondents stated that their current cash flow was

10%
0
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While we had a high number of respondents indicate
that they would not be cutting overhead expenses,
we did not have any indication that they significantly
increased overhead expenses in the past year.

Residential and Commercial Markets

80%
72%

70%

68%

60%

In last year’s survey, we saw quite a jump in rents in
the multi-family residential market. In 2012, 38% saw
increasing rents, whereas in 2013, 67% saw increasing
rents. In 2014, it looks like the residential market is
leveling off a bit. Fifty-five percent of our respondents
indicated that residential rents have remained stable
while 36% saw an increase in rents and only 9% said
they were seeing a decrease in rents.
The commercial market reflected some optimism as
31% of our respondents were seeing increasing rates
compared to only 6% in 2013 and 4% in 2012. Also,
last year, 68% of respondents were seeing decreases
in commercial rents, while this year the number fell to
only 31%.
Regarding the retail market in particular, one
respondent commented, “The retail sector will survive,
but in a new format.” We will keep a close eye on retail
developments around our area and abroad to see what
this “new format” brings to the market.
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The 2013 Tax Reform (higher tax rates on high-income
individuals), seemed to have less of an impact in our
2014 survey as 44% of respondents believed it would
have no impact on their plans for business growth
compared to 21% in 2013.

Sustainable Building

Healthcare/Tax Reform
When asked about the impact of Healthcare Reform
on their business, our real estate respondents shared
a common thread with our construction respondents:
many (33%) were unsure of the impact it will have
on their business. Approximately half of real estate
respondents fell under the 50 employee threshold
to be truly impacted by the law. Of the remaining
respondents, none felt it would have a positive impact
on their future growth and hiring plans.

14

Change in rents in the commercial market

We asked our respondents what percentage of projects
over the next year they believed would be LEED
certified. None of our respondents predicted that more
than 25% of their projects will meet this certification.
Current legislature at the state level may exasperate
some LEED initiatives, but energy efficiency retrofits
and products will continue to be a growing market. For
example, sustainable building features that have an
immediate impact on ROI include sustainable HVAC
and lighting, which are once again cited as the most
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valuable property enhancements, staying consistent
with last year’s results.

Outlook

However, another took a more reserved viewpoint. “I
am cautiously optimistic. There is a significant amount
of capital in the market, but how and where it is focused
can be hard to determine.”

What does the future hold for the real estate industry in
Northeast Ohio? According to our respondents, there
are not going to be as many new opportunities as
expected in years past. From 2010-2013, at least 71%
of respondents felt there would be “more opportunities in
Northeast Ohio over the next three years.” That number
has fallen to only 31% seeing more opportunities and
56% projecting about the same amount of opportunities.

The Next Generation of Real Estate Leaders

Some of our respondents shared their thoughts on
potential growth in the area. One respondent stated,
“With the economy improving, there will be continued
spending in the private sector.”

If you’d like to learn more about the issue, we recommend
you review our exit planning sidebar on page 18.

In terms of the outlook of not only the market, but also
their own businesses, a few of our respondents shared
a common concern – exit planning. Identifying the next
leader of their company or possibly selling the business
has become a nearer-term concern for many of our
respondents.

I am cautiously optimistic.
There is a significant
amount of capital in the market,
but how and where it is focused
can be hard to determine.”
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RESULTS
1. How would you describe your involvement in
the real estate industry? Check all that apply.
Ownership.....................................................................26%
Management.................................................................32%
Commercial development..............................................16%
Residential development.................................................0%
Service provider (bank, insurance, attorney, accountant). ............ 21%

5. How are you funding new development and
acquisitions? Check all that apply.
Seller financing..............................................................21%
Conventional bank (national).........................................63%
Regional/local bank.......................................................47%
Private equity.................................................................42%
Individual investment/private placement....................... 37%

Other.............................................................................21%

Tax credits, TIF and other public funds.......................... 21%

2. Please indicate your company's annual
revenue.

Pension funds..................................................................5%

Insurance companies....................................................32%
Other institutional funds – please specify...................... 16%

Under $1 million............................................................42%
$1 million to $4.9 million................................................21%
$5 million to $9.9 million................................................16%
$10 million to $20 million.................................................0%

6. When you seek to refinance, where do you
anticipate refinancing your existing mortgages?
Current lender...............................................................63%

More than $20 million....................................................21%

New lender....................................................................31%

3. Please indicate the number of employees at
your company.

Other...............................................................................6%

1 to 10...........................................................................58%
11 to 25............................................................................5%
26 to 50...........................................................................5%

Surrender the property to existing lender........................ 0%

7. When do you believe the credit market will
loosen up?
3rd quarter 2014............................................................21%

More than 50.................................................................32%

4th quarter 2014..............................................................6%

4. In today’s lending climate, what type of equity
demands are lenders making on new projects?

2016................................................................................5%

2015..............................................................................47%
After 2016......................................................................21%

20% or less.................................................................... 11%
21 to 30%......................................................................42%
31 to 40%......................................................................32%
Greater than 40%............................................................4%
Do not know – have not been able to secure credit...... 11%
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8. If your current cash flow is not sufficient to
support existing properties and projects, what
actions are you taking? Check all that apply.

11. In which of the following areas has your
company reduced expenditures as a cost-cutting
measure? Check all that apply.

Current cash flow is sufficient to support existing

Discretionary expenses.................................................53%

properties and projects..................................................21%

Payroll...........................................................................23%

Attempting to sell assets...............................................53%

Professional services....................................................35%

Accessing existing liquidity............................................21%

Marketing.......................................................................18%

Adjusting rents to increase occupancy............................ 5%

Employee benefits.........................................................24%

Borrowing...................................................................... 11%

We have not have reduced spending on overhead

Surrendering properties back to lender......................... 11%

expenditures on any of the above................................. 41%

9. What impact will Healthcare Reform
(“Obamacare”) have on company’s future growth
and hiring plans?

We have increased spending on overhead
expenditures....................................................................0%

No impact, we have less than 50 employees and are

12. Given the current economic situation, are you
seeing decreasing rents in the apartment and
residential markets?

not subject to Healthcare Reform..................................44%

Yes, rents have significantly decreased.......................... 0%

Negative impact, we are less than 50 employees and

Yes, rents have slightly decreased.................................. 9%

we will remain below that threshold to avoid Healthcare

No, rents have remained stable....................................55%

rules.................................................................................... 6%

No, rents have increased..............................................36%

Positive impact................................................................0%

Negative impact, we are greater than 50 employees.... 17%
Unsure...........................................................................33%

10. What impact will the higher tax rates for highincome individuals (more than $400,000 filing
single, $450,000 filing joint) and the Medicare
surtax on earned and investment income
(including real estate portfolio income) have on
your plans for business growth in 2014?

13. Given the current economic situation, are
you seeing decreasing rents in the commercial
market?
Yes, rents have significantly decreased.......................... 8%
Yes, rents have slightly decreased................................ 23%
No, rents have remained stable....................................38%
No, rents have increased..............................................31%

It will have a negative impact on my plans for business

14. Given the current economic situation, are you
seeing decreasing rents in the industrial market?

growth............................................................................22%

Yes, rents have significantly decreased........................ 17%

It will have a positive impact on my plans for business

Yes, rents have slightly decreased.................................. 0%

growth..............................................................................0%

No, rents have remained stable....................................17%

I am unsure at this time.................................................34%

No, rents have increased..............................................66%

It will have no impact on my plans for business growth....44%
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The Importance of Exit Planning
It may surprise you to learn that according to a recent
study by the University of Connectitcut, over 70% of
former business owners regret selling their companies
less than a year after the sale. What accounts for this
seller’s remorse? The main reason is lack of preparation
on the part of the business owner.
The same survey showed that the number one reason
business exits fail is due to a lack of planning on the part
of the owner. A separate study showed that most business
owners spend more time planning their family vacations
then they do planning how and when to exit their business.
Rather than being proactive, most business owners are
reactive and “forced” to sell because of burnout, health
issues, marital problems, or business conditions without
the time to prepare correctly. As a result, most business
owners exit their companies at the worst time possible.
Developing an exit plan is the most important thing you
can do to protect the value of your business and avoid a
“worst case” scenario.
An exit plan is a comprehensive road map that addresses
all of the business, personal, financial, legal and tax
issues involved in selling a privately owned business. A
good exit plan includes contingencies for illness, burnout,
divorce, and even your death. Its purpose is to ensure
the survival of the business; to provide continuity to your
employees, customers, vendors; and to preserve wealth
for your family.
Without a predetermined exit plan, you will probably:
• Undervalue your company and leave hard-earned
wealth on the table,
• Pay too much in taxes, and
• Lose control over the process by being reactive,
rather than proactive.
On the other hand, a well designed and implemented exit
plan enables you to:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Control how and when you exit
Maximize company value in good times and bad
Minimize or eliminate capital gains taxes
Ensure you achieve your business and personal
goals,
Have strategic options from which to choose, and
Reduce uncertainty for your family and employees.

To be effective, your exit plan must include these six
essential components.
1. A concise statement of your business goals,
personal goals, and family/estate goals.
2. A detailed business valuation to establish a baseline
value for the business.
3. The plan should help you identify specific ways to
enhance the value of the business prior to your exit.
4. An analysis of the pros and cons of your different exit
alternatives such as a third party sale, management
buyout, family succession, or liquidation
5. Suggestions to minimize any capital gains, ordinary
income, and estate taxes related to the exit.
6. An action plan that details the specific personal and
business steps you must take in order to prepare for
your exit.
Your exit plan should be focused on two main objectives;
1) maximizing your company’s value prior to your exit,
and 2) ensuring that you accomplish all of your business
and personal objectives as part of the exit.
Sticking to your exit plan is just as important as having
one. You should meet with your advisors on a regular
basis to ensure that crucial steps are being completed
on schedule. Nobody likes to pay unnecessary fees,
but the cost of developing a good exit plan is usually tiny
compared to the additional value received at the time of
sale. After all, exiting your business is probably going to
be the most important deal of your life time.
If you’d like to discuss your exit plan strategy in more
detail, please contact Mike Trabert at 440-449-6800 or
mtrabert@skodaminotti.com.
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15. In today's commercial leasing climate, what
are the best methods to manage increased
vacancies if they occur?

19. What percentage of your projects over the
next year do you believe will be LEED certified?

Lower rents....................................................................53%

1 to 25%........................................................................67%

Increased marketing......................................................23%

26 to 50%........................................................................0%

Use other cash flow sources to compensate................. 12%

51 to 100%......................................................................0%

Enhanced tenant amenities...........................................12%

16. In the next 3 years in Northeast Ohio, do you
see your business having:

0%.................................................................................33%

20. Has LEED certification improved either actual
or perceived value of your buildings?
Yes.................................................................................29%

More opportunities in Northeast Ohio............................ 31%

No..................................................................................14%

Less opportunities in Northeast Ohio............................ 13%

There are no LEED certified buildings in our portfolio... 57%

Same amount of opportunities as 2013......................... 56%

More opportunities outside of Northeast Ohio............... 44%

21. What sustainable building practices do you
feel add the most value to a building? Rank 1-9
with 1 adding the most value and 9 adding the
least value.

Less opportunities outside of Northeast Ohio................. 0%

HVAC............................................................................... 1st

Same amount of opportunities as 2013......................... 56%

Lighting........................................................................... 2nd

17. In the next 3 years outside of Northeast Ohio,
do you see your business having:

Roof.................................................................................3rd

18. Rank the barriers for development in
Northeast Ohio. Rank 1-9 with 1 being the most
significant and 9 being the least significant.

Doors............................................................................... 6th

Lending environment....................................................... 1st

Alternative energy, including solar, wind, geothermal,

Equity environment......................................................... 2nd

hydroelectric.................................................................... 7th

Regulation.......................................................................3rd

Water management......................................................... 8th

Property values............................................................... 4th

Flooring/Wallcovering...................................................... 9th

Mechanicals.................................................................... 4th
Windows.......................................................................... 5th

Cost of construction......................................................... 5th
Availability of inventory.................................................... 6th
Environmental issues...................................................... 7th
Cost of land..................................................................... 8th
Lack of local economic incentives................................... 9th
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E V O LV E .

JUST AS THE TOOLS OF YOUR TRADE HAVE EVOLVED, SO SHOULD
THE MEMBERS OF YOUR BUSINESS ADVISORY TEAM.
The Real Estate and Construction Group at Skoda Minotti knows how to navigate the ever-changing
business, compliance and tax landscape to create positive outcomes for our clients. We bring a depth
of industry knowledge, experience and designations, such as CCIFP and CCA, to help guide you to
success. And we take pride in our trade association leadership roles, supporting the construction
marketplace and sharing the latest news to give you more than you expect.
Call us at 440-449-6800 or visit skodaminotti.com to learn more.

AKRON | CLEVELAND | TAMPA
ADDITIONAL SERVICES: Financial Services | Professional Staffing | Risk Advisory Services | Strategic Marketing | Technology Solutions

